007 may or may not be on his most
dangerous mission yet.
Unfortunately, since M sent him off packing round Europe from London
2 weeks ago with the task of 'sorting out' a problem in the form of the
evil Dr Yuro Cracy our agents have lost contact with Bond.

Your mission is 3-fold:
Firstly, piece together the fragments of information other sources have reported in,
which will tell us where he has been, and when, over the last 2 weeks
Secondly, pinpoint his latest location – where is Bond now? This will be. By default,
where he’s ended up at the finish of his last leg is his current location.

Thirdly:
Bond will need a piece of equipment to escape: Q gave him a suitcase-full of
gadgets, and Bond will have used different ones of these at each location he’s
visited; however, 1 item on the inventory was accidentally left out of Bond’s
suitcase. No doubt 007 is in a pickle and needs it now: don't worry about delivery
- we'll get it to him - but by process of elimination (and you're all licensed to do
that!) work out which bits of kit he’s used and which will aid him most now…

Hints:
•
The maps are VERY accurate in terms of scale & compass
direction – you should be too!
•

Bond will only have been to places marked with a black dot
on the maps.

•

As all professional agents will know, it is important to review the
available data before you plan your strategy.

•

As 007 is fond of corny puns, you’ll find his trail is littered with
them: this may help when deciphering clues!

Scoring:
Points will be awarded for both each correct leg completed, and each correct
gadget used. In the event of a tie, the team that hands in their answer first will win.

